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Introducing TERI Press
TERI Press is the publishing arm

of The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI), 
a premier research institute, working in the 

areas of energy, environment, and sustainable 
development. Over the years, TERI Press has 
metamorphosed into a world class publisher 
of books, journals, and magazines, ranging 

from reference titles to popular and general 
reference books. In an initiative towards 

educating young minds on environmental issues, 
TERI Press has launched a large number of 

titles for children. Extensively researched and 
beautifully illustrated, these books cater to 

a wide range of age groups, from very young 
children to young adults. These books aim to 

educate and stimulate students and make them 
conscientious individuals, who can grow up to be 

future green citizens.
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My Green Number Book My Green Alphabet Book

Set Price: `250

Age group: 3–5 yearsSize 220 x 280 mm, Paperback

These innovative preschool titles 
introduce children to alphabets and 
numbers up to 20 through elements 
of the environment. Notes for parents 
and teachers help to inculcate concern 
for the environment, while simple 
“green” activities enhance the learning 
experience of young learners. 

PRE-SCHOOL PACKAGE

Price: `95 each
Set Price: `570

Age group: 5–8 yearsSize 220 x 280 mm, Paperback

Why do parrots have hooked beaks? Why do 
tigers have stripes on their bodies? What are 
claws made up of? Explore the magical world 
of animals, birds, and fi sh and discover why 
they are built the way they are.

• All About Claws • All About Tails 
• All About Skin  • All About Beaks 
• All About Fins  • All About Teeth

Titles in this series

DESIGNED TO SURVIVE

Set Price: `570
Price: `95 each

Age group: 5–8 years

Can you imagine a fruit that looks like the 
Buddha’s hand, hills that look like mounds 
of chocolate, a plant that eats insects, or 
rocks that ring? This series brings together 
all that’s unusual and strange in nature. Fun 
to read and beautifully designed, these books 
are a visual delight and educative as well.

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

• Fruits and Vegetables • Animals • Plants
• Natural Formations  • Habitats • Phenomena

Titles in this series

WEIRD & WONDERFUL
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Titles in this series
• Monuments • Trees  • Gems 
• Animals   • Birds  • Flowers

Age group: 6–8 yearsSize 220 x 280 mm, Hardback

This series looks at the natural and
man-made wonders all over India – from our 
rich heritage in the form of forts, palaces, 
and other monuments, to the sparrow that 
chirps on our window, the trees along the 
streets, the animals we love to see, and the 
personalities we look up to.

Set Price: `930
Price: `155 eachWONDERS OF INDIA

Set Price: `450
Price: `75 each

Age group: 5–8 years

What happens to a tadpole’s tail when it grows 
into a frog? How does a baby whale drink its 
mother’s milk to grow big and strong? Who 
looks after the elephant calf? When does a joey 
leave its mother’s pouch? There’s a lot of love, 
care, and magic in nature’s circle of life. 

• Life Cycle of a Butterfl y • Life Cycle of a Frog 
• Life Cycle of a Whale  • Life Cycle of an Elephant 
• Life Cycle of a Penguin • Life Cycle of a Kangaroo

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

Titles in this series

CIRCLE OF LIFE

Size 210 x 280 mm, Paperback Age group: 6+ years

the story of...

Where does the bread on our plate come from? 
How do we make paper from trees? And what 
materials are needed to make a computer or 
house? Are we harming our planet in making 
these things that we need in our daily life? How 
can we avoid this? This series takes you through 
the processes that take place behind the 
products we use and their impact on our planet.

Price: `95 each

New

Titles in this series
• The Story of Clothes • The Story of Computer
• The Story of Food   • The Story of House
• The Story of Paper  • The Story of Transport 

Set Price: `570

Benita Sen

The 
Story

of 
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Price: `95 each
Set Price: `380

Age group: 6–8 yearsSize 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

get well soon 

This series helps children understand their common ailments in an interesting way. While 
explaining the bugs that cause so much misery in the form of cough, cold, fever, aches, and so 
on, the books also explain ways to avoid these. The simple, fun-fi lled format makes the books 
informative as well as fun to read.

• Injuries
• Allergies
• Stomach Problems
• Fever

Titles in this series

• Learning about Animals
• Learning about Birds 
• Learning about People
 and Places
• Learning about Plants 

Set Price: `500

Size 210 x 280 mm, Paperback Age group: 6–8 years

Let’s get active

Titles in this series

This series of fi ve books educates young learners about animals, birds, plants, Flowers, and 
people and places by means of various spot-the-difference, maze, dot-to-dot, and colouring 
activities, besides simple counting and writing exercises. It promotes creative thinking and 
problem solving among young minds, making the titles a fun supplement to their routine 
textbooks. These titles also inspire the readers to see and feel the benefi t of life that exists in 
the kingdom of plants, birds, animals, and environment.

Price: `125 each

Learning about

Animals
Eman Chowdhary

Learning about

Birds
Eman Chowdhary

Learning about
People and Places

Eman Chowdhary

Learning about

Plants
Eman Chowdhary

L

Activity
 Books • Learning about Animals

• Learning about Birds 
• Learning about People
 and Places
• Learning about Plants 
• Learning about Flowers

Set Price: `625

Size 180 x 280 mm, Paperback

The big question: What’s the secret to being cool? The right answer: Doing 
the smart stuff, like keeping yourself in top form!
The Bigger question: What’s that going to take? The best answer: Some 
simple things that keep your body healthy and strong!
The Biggest question: And how exactly do I do that? The top answer: Read 
this book and get all the answers... what to eat, how to exercise, how to 
feel great, how to stay smelling sweet like the rose. It’s all in this book. 
Get started!

Price: `150HEALTHy Happy me 

Age group: 6+ years

New

New
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Titles in this series
• Green your Neighbourhood
• Green your Home
• Green your School
• Green your Shopping

This series is a practical guide that aims to make children environment-friendly in their 
everyday life. In all the four titles of Green Your Life, Green Genius, the environment enthusiast, 
shares practical tips to green his home, shopping, school, and neighbourhood, and encourages 
hands-on application of information about ways to save the planet.

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback Age group: 6–10 years

Price: `140 eachGreen your life
Set Price: `560

Price: `185 each

Set Price: `1110

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

This series introduces children to the magic 
of nature and the marvel of modern machines. 
From photosynthesis and migration to mobile 
phones and fuel cell cars, it explains processes 
and technologies in an age-appropriate 
language, supplemented by vivid illustrations.

Titles in this series
• That’s How Things Happen • That’s How Things Work 
• That’s How Strange Creatures Live 
• That’s How Mysterious Events Occur 
• That’s How Things Began • That’s How Things Travel

Age group: 7–10 years

How Come? How So? 

Price: `195

Age group: 6–8 yearsSize 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

India is not just a beautiful land of green vegetation and varied 
wildlife. It is home to many natural wonders too. There are many 
spectacular areas, such as lakes, mountains, and caves, which 
were discovered over time. Visit these awe-inspiring creations of 
nature with the twin sisters Reva and Sarayu, who embark on a 
wonderful journey through the Magnetic Hill in the snow-clad North 
to the lush, green beauty of the Cardamom Hills in the South, from 
the mysterious Meghalaya caves in the East to the Lonar Crater 
Lake in the West, and so on. Read The Natural Wonders of India to 
unravel the mystery about 10 such fascinating places. 

The natural wonders of india 

Fiction
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The Dwarf Willow is the shortest tree in the world. It 
is slightly bigger than your thumb!  Metal mining is 
one of the most polluting activities in the world. Full 
of similar fascinating facts, this series entertains 
as well as enlightens children about important 
environmental issues. 

Titles in this series
• Natural World  • Renewable Energy
• Saving the Earth • Amazing Creatures
• Natural Disasters • Climate Change

Age group: 7–10 yearsSize 220 x 280 mm, Hardback

101 facts Price: `185 each
Set Price: `1110

Price: `155 each
Set Price: `930

Can you imagine having no petrol for your car 
or no electricity to power your lights, fridge, 
and television? The fuels we use today are 
going to be over sooner or later. They are also 
causing pollution. This series takes a close look 
at renewable sources of energy as the source 
of power for future.
Titles in this series
• Hydropower    • Nuclear Energy    
• Hydrogen  Power  • Wind Power   
• Solar Power    • Bio Energy

Age group: 7–10 yearsSize 210 x 260 mm, Hardback

Future Power, Future Energy

Titles in this series

Age group: 7–11 years

Exciting a
nd 

fun-fi lled
 

science!

Exciting a
nd 

fun-fi lled
 

science!

Exciting a
nd 

fun-fi lled
 

science!

Price: `155 each
Set Price: `930

This series takes you on an exciting and 
informative journey through the basic concepts 
of science. The text is informative and supports 
the curriculum. Questions and answers between 
Teri and the Green Genius, as well as facts and 
tips on the environment, make these books a 
“must read” for budding green geniuses. 

Size 220 x 280 mm, Hardback

• Animal Kingdom    • Communications 
• Human Body      • Plant Kingdom 
• Light, Sound, Energy  • Galaxies, Stars, Planets

Science in our Environment
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Size 180 x 240 mm, Hardback

Water is one of the most important substances in our life. So central 
it is to our existence that we take it for granted. We have used and 
misused our water supply over the years without caring. Today, water 
consumption is at an all-time high – we are consuming 70 per cent more 
water than what our grandparents used. People and industries have 
dumped waste into rivers, making our sources of water poisonous. In the 
past, civilizations have vanished due to lack of water availability. Are we 
on the same doomed path? Or can we do something before it is too late 
and save our precious resource - Water?

Price: `250Why Should I Save Water

Age group: 8+ years

Size 180 x 240 mm, Hardback

Can we imagine a life where there is no light to turn on when it gets 
dark, no hot water during the winters, no petrol to drive the car? Sounds 
scary, isn’t it? This book explains how we use energy in almost everything 
we do and everywhere we are – home, playground, school, market, 
and transport. It also attempts to suggest what children can do in very 
practical terms to help save energy by bringing changes in their lives. as 
well as highlights the concept of alternate “clean” fuels, such as solar 
energy, biomass, wind energy, and biofuels and their use to the readers.

Price: `250Why Should I Save Energy

Age group: 8+ years

Size 210 x 280 mm, Hardback

Do you know that the amount of waste generated everyday on Earth, in 
cities alone, is enough to fi ll a fl eet of trucks covering 5,000 kilometres? 
We have been creating and dumping waste into the environment for far 
too long. The time has come when we must sit up and make amends. 
Why Should I Recycle? helps us understand the principle of Reduce, 
Reuse, and Recycle to ensure that we play our part in making the world 
a cleaner, healthier, and better place.

Shweta Sinha

Bharat Shekhar

Price: `225
Why Should I Recycle? 
A Smart kid’s guide to a green world

Age group: 8+ years

Forthco
ming

New
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Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

Manjari sat under a tree, lost in her thoughtful world, enjoying the breeze 
past noon. But something unusual caught her attention – a sinister-
looking bus was silently lumbering up the slope on the path that steered to 
the forest. Lately, other strange and worrying things had been happening 
in her village including auctioning of her favourite oak tree by the Forest 
Department. Alarmed, Manjari ran towards the village and to alert. What 
happened next was most unusual. Was Manjari able to save the oak tree? 
Who were the passengers in the bus? Why was the forest department 
hell bent on cutting the trees that kept the village safe from fl oods? The 
Forests Belong to Us tells you how women and children by most peaceful 
means, by hugging the trees, saved the guardians of nature. This small 
incident planted the seeds of the fi rst people’s movement to save trees, 
called the Chipko Andolan.

Price: `150Caring for nature: The Forests belong to us

Age group: 10-12 years

CARING FOR NATURE

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

Narmada Bachao Aandolan introduces us to the life of the tribal people of 
Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat. At the same time, it chronicles their efforts 
to save the traditional way of life. This book brings to light the fi ght for 
the human rights of people who were going to be displaced by the giant 
Sardar Sarovar Dam. 

Publishing month: June 2016

Price: `125Caring for nature: Narmada Bachao Aandolan

Age group: 8+ years

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

Have you been to a place where the rivers sing songs, and human revel 
in the glory of such pristine natural beauty? Have you seen someone 
capturing the beauty of hills and mountains? Have you ever heard the 
messages in the sounds of animals and birds? If not, welcome to the 
world of bird watching, walking up a jungle trail, and animals and birds’ 
sounds. In all, the fascinating stories captured in this book seem to be 
paying a tribute to the various sounds of nature. 

Price: `185Listen to the Sounds of nature

Age group: 8+ years

Forthco
ming

New
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Titles in this series

Price: `155 each

• Ancient Mesopotamia  • Ancient America 
• Ancient China     • Ancient Greece 
• Ancient Rome     • Ancient Egypt 
• Indus Valley

Size 220 x 280 mm, Hardback

This unique series explores the environmental 
wisdom of ancient people, refl ected in different 
aspects of their life – rainwater harvesting, 
environment-friendly construction material, their 
food, and even their clothes. Join little Teri as she 
explores and presents the “green aspects” of 
ancient civilizations.

Age group: 8–12 years

SMART GREEN CIVILIZATIONS Set Price: `1085

Titles in this series

Age group: 8–12 years

Price: `75 each
Set Price: `450

• Earth: the Blue Marvel!  • Space: the Great Beyond! 
• Soil: the Precious Earth! • Water: the Big Splash! 
• Wind: the Air in a Hurry! • Sun: the Great Ball of Fire!

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

know all about

This series is especially written for young children 
yearning to understand the world around them. 
With simple language, beautiful illustrations, and 
a clear breakdown of difficult concepts, these 
books will whet children’s curiosity and help them 
discover the magic in their surroundings!

in Hindi also

Set Price: `930

Size 210 x 300 mm, Hardback Age group: 8–12 years

Natural disasters can occur anytime, anywhere! They are mostly 
unpredictable. They are dangerous and lead to immense loss of life and 
property. This book introduces children to interesting facts about natural 
disasters, their causes, and their consequences. 

Price: `185101 Facts: Earthshaking Natural Disasters
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Set Price: `930

Set Price: `450

Price: `75 each

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback Age group: 8–12 years

Green Genius guide

Titles in this series
• What are Wind Power, Solar Power, Hydropower, and more... 
• What are Pollution, Smoke, Smog, and more... 
• What are Bacteria, Viruses, Fungi, and more... 
• What are Volcanoes, Earthquakes, Avalanches, and more...  
• What are Landfi ll, Vermicomposting, Recycling, and more... 
• What are Ecosystems, Biomes, Ecotones, and more...

This series takes children on an adventurous journey of the 
world around them. Accompanying them is Green Genius, the 
lovable environment enthusiast, with his green gadget!

Set Price: `450

Titles in this series

Price: `155 each

• Nature’s Architects        • Nature’s Doctors 
• Nature’s Warriors          • Nature’s Showmen 
• Nature’s Housekeepers • Nature’s Handymen

Size 220 x 280 mm, Hardback

Animals, insects, birds, and amphibians have a 
world of their own – different and unique from 
ours. This colourful and attractive series delves 
deep into their kingdom, revealing nature’s 
incredible workforce. Discover the “tools” and 
secret weapons used by some animals, the tricks 
many of them have up their sleeves, and the ways 
in which they keep their surroundings clean. 

Age group: 8–12 years

work squad Set Price: `930
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Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

Investigation about waste can be a rewarding activity. Doing so not only 
reduces the problem of waste management, it inspires children to apply 
the mantra of the 3 Rs – reduce, reuse, recycle – effectively. This title 
aids to create some wonderful crafts, making the best out of waste 
things lying around you. Any kind of waste material like plastic, paper, 
dead leaves, or bottle lids can be turned into arty stuff. Explained in a 
step-by-step manner, the activities help to kindle children’s imagination 
to experiment and innovate useful products from useless things.

Publishing month: June 2016

Price: `225my junky crafty indian jungle book

Age group: 8+ years

Set Price: `500

Age group: 8–13 years

Price: `150 each
Set Price: `300

These books are a rich resource for 
understanding the natural environment 
through projects, experiments, and activities, 
based on air, water, soil, and energy 
conservation. They explain the signifi cance 
of herbs, plants, and trees and bring to light 
the plight of endangered animals. Also, handy 
tips on bird care – building feeders, bird baths, 
and birdhouses – are offered. These tasks 
and several others connect students to their 
local environment. Developed by teachers, 
Environmental Studies will be useful for school 
assignments and summer project submissions.

Size 220 x 280 mm, Paperback

EXPERIMENTS PROJECTS ACTIVITIES

• Experiments Projects Activities - Book I  
• Experiments Projects Activities - Book II

Titles in this series

Vidhu Narayanan

Syamala Srivatsa 

2
BOOK

Environmental Studies

Vidhu Narayanan         Syamala Srivatsa 

EXPERIMENTS
PROJECTS
ACTIVITIES

Environmental Studies

1
BOOK

New
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One day, Golu, a 14-year old ragpicker, and his wonder cat 
Batooni fi nd a strange, shiny, metallic pencil in a mound of 
garbage. Suddenly, they fi nd themselves being followed by 
mysterious men in a car, armed with an equally strange 
ticking object. With danger lurking at every corner, Golu 
and Batooni go on an escapade while trying to unravel The 
Mystery of the Missing Pencil.

Size 120 x 180 mm, Paperback Age group: 11+ years

Danger at the dump

Fiction

Price: `140

Set Price: `930

Size 180 x 240 mm, Hardback Age group: 11–14 years

The Beginner’s Science Dictionary offers exhaustive, yet simple 
explanations for scientifi c terms. With defi nitions that are 
precise and easy to understand, this is a handy reference  book 
for young students, seeking clarity on complex scientifi c terms.

Price: `175BEGINNER’S SCIENCE DICTIONARY

Price: `140
Price: `155 each

Size 220 x 280 mm, Hardback

This series takes you across our unique and 
wonderful planet – the vast oceans, endless 
deserts, lush green forests, sparkling rivers 
and lakes, lofty mountains, and the icy poles. 
It not only brings alive each habitat, teeming 
with its own special life forms, but also brings 
out the dangers facing these regions and the 
need to preserve them.

Age group: 8–12 years

PLANET EARTH

Titles in this series
• Deserts   • Forests   • Oceans
• Poles    • Mountains • Rivers and Lakes

Set Price: `930
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Price: `150 each
Set Price: `900

• Energy from the Heart of Hydrogen 
• Energy from the Nucleus of an Atom 
• Energy from the Lap of Nature 
• Energy from the Gust of Wind 
• Energy from the Rays of the Sun 
• Energy from the Drop of Water

Size 220 x 280 mm, Hardback Age group: 11–15 years

This series of six books aims at providing 
in-depth information on the unique qualities 
of various renewable sources of energy 
like wind energy, hydropower, solar energy, 
atomic energy, hydrogen fuel, and biofuels.  

Super-powered earth

Titles in this series

• Reduce Reuse Recycle • SOS in Extreme Danger    
• Know Climate Change • 101 Q&A on Climate Change
• Mission Conservation    
• Future Power

Size 220 x 280 mm, Hardback Age group: 11–14 years

This innovative series introduces children to 
the perils of climate change. Children will bear 
the brunt of the impacts of climate change in 
the years to come. It is, therefore, important 
that they understand the infl uence of human 
actions on the Earth’s climate. 

Titles in this series

Save Planet earth Price: `185 each
Set Price: `1110

Titles in this series

Age group: 11-15 years

Price: `185 each
Set Price: `1110

• Exciting Environment 
• Our Planet’s Phenomenal Past 
• Spellbinding Space 
• Extremely Endangered Creatures
• Clean, Green Technology • Global Warming

Size 220 x 280 mm, Hardback

Join Green Genius as he answers basic 
questions about natural phenomena, climate 
change, and other related issues. Crisp and 
sharp, these books will add value to any 
child’s library.

Green Genius’s 101 Questions and Answers
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Size 190 x 240 mm, Hardback

Did you know that the idea of a game sanctuary originated in the 1920s as 
a response to the indiscriminate killings that wild animals were subjected 
to at that time? Today, there are over 200 wildlife sanctuaries in India, of 
which more than 100 are national parks. The book offers an overview of 
some of the more prominent ones, focusing on the history, development, 
extent, fl ora and fauna, and the conservation measures in place in each of 
the national parks and wildlife sanctuaries featured between its covers.

Price: `450WILDLIFE SANCTUARIES AND NATIONAL PARKS OF INDIA

Age group: 12-14 years

The Good, The Bad, & The Deadly
Chemicals

Size 180 x 240 mm, Hardback

Did you know that an apple has more pesticide residue on it than any 
other fruit or vegetable? Arsenical pesticides have led to groundwater 
contamination, causing health hazards to millions of people across the 
world. Similarly, there are enormous health risks to farm workers and 
wildlife due to spraying of endosulphan, a popular pesticide, on crops. 
Pesticides are also used in our homes, schools, parks, and public lands. 
This book explains these issues and offers tips to safeguard ourselves.

Price: TBAChemicals: the good, the bad, and the deadly

Age group: 11-14 years

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

Daddies that are Mummies…mummies that eat Daddies…shrimps 
that could knock you out with one punch…touch-me-not frogs…a 
wildcat that hypnotizes with its ears and brings down flying 
birds…gluttons that eat themselves up…non-vegetarian plants…
bottoms-up babies that parasail around the world – meet and 
share the adventures of all these weird and wacky creatures in 
the wonderful mummy-eat-daddy world of nature’s bizarre!

Price: `185How weird is that?

Age group: 8-10 years

Forthcoming

Forthco
ming

Forthco
ming

New
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Titles in this series

Price: `125 each
Set Price: `750

• Air Pollution     • Renewable Energy
• Climate Change     • Waste Management  
• Global Warming    • Water Pollution

Size 120 x 180 mm, Paperback

Know all about the hotly-debated issues 
concerning our planet today
• Potential threats 
• Intelligent “green” choices

Age group: 12+ years

50 faqS

Set Price: `500

Age group: 12–14 years

Price: `155 each
Set Price: `620

Explore the fascinating world of energy, light, 
sound, and electricity with Green Science 
Genius. The series provides a complete 
insight into these scientifi c concepts, while 
challenging the young minds and bringing out 
a sense of inquisitiveness and exploration!

Size 220 x 280 mm, Hardback

GREEN SCIENCE GENIUS

• Electricity   • Light
• Energy    • Sound

Titles in this series
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• Salim’s Journey through Hell
• Chika and the Angry Ocean
• Indrani’s Adventures in Plunderland
• Pari’s Fight Against a Nuclear Threat

Titles in this series

Size 120 x 180 mm, Paperback

This series of four books deals with hope 
and the human spirit while facing adversities 
– both natural and man made. Mixing 
fact and fi ction, these thought-provoking 
and innovative stories are told from the 
perspective of their young protagonists, 
namely, Salim, Chika, Pari, and Indrani. 
Covering the aftermath of a calamity in some 
cases and raising a fl ag of warning to prevent 
one from occurring in the future in others, the 
books bring out the role children can play in 
bringing about change and the responsibility 
they have as future citizens.

surviving disaster

Age group: 12+ years
New

A Blueprint for a Safe Worldp f f

Suroopa Mukherjee

Price: `150 each
Set Price: `600

Age group: 12–14 years

This book takes an in-depth look into the different aspects of water 
on Earth, as well as underneath and above it. Featuring some of 
the innovative technologies associated with water, and highlighting 
what each of us can do to save this precious resource, Water 
makes us ask several questions pertaining to the various aspects 
of this essential element. For instance, is it a good thing that India 
is among the top 10 bottled water consumers in the world? Or that 
according to UN estimates, India is on the list of 48 countries that 
will face water scarcity by 2025? Slake your thirst of knowledge 
about this “liquid of life” by diving into these pages full of wonderful 
images, thought-provoking facts, and astonishing trivia.

Size 180 x 240 mm, Hardback

Water: why it matters Price: `295

Fiction
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Size 180 x 240 mm, Hardback

Most of us lead careless lifestyles that keep adding to environmental 
pollution. Carbon Footprint takes an in-depth and critical look 
at those day-to-day activities – be it diet, power consumption, 
or our preferred mode of transport. It also offers solutions like 
utilizing renewable energy, making our homes energy effi cient, 
and recycling waste, among others. Learn about several innovative 
“clean” initiatives undertaken by corporate India. Follow 101 easy 
ways to refashion your lifestyle and emerge as “green” citizens.

Age group: 12+ years

carbon footprint: 
reducing it for a better tomorrow

Price: `250 each

Price: `250

Age group: 12+ years

Titles in this series
• Bapu and the Missing Blue Pencil 
• King Ashoka and the Garden of Herbs
• Rao Jodha and the Curse of the Hermit
• Tagore and the Song of the Crazy Wind

Fiction

Caring for Nature is a series of four titles. Each title revolves around a historical fi gure 
inspiring us to appreciate, nurture, and protect the natural world.

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

Caring for Nature Price: `125 each
Set Price: `500

Size 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

While gadgets have made our lives easier in many ways, they have 
led to the emergence of critical issues like e-waste. This book 
shows how our ever-increasing demand for the next, better, and 
more advanced gadget can still be met without compromising on 
the environment. Explore the “three Rs” of green gadgetry, learn 
about Energy Star and carbon footprint, fi nd out how to save 
energy on your latest mobile phone or iPod, and discover how to 
choose environment-friendly gadgets.

Price: `250
Green Gadgets: A savvy, green guide to gadgets 
for a sustainable, low-carbon lifestyle

Age group: 12+ yearsNew
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New

New

Size 180 x 240 mm, Hardback

India’s wildlife is facing innumerable threats. The last surviving 
population of the Asiatic lion, an animal once widespread 
in the country, is concentrated today in a small pocket of 
Gujarat. The Indian bullfrog fi nds itself on the menu card of 
many restaurants of Goa, while the Himalayan monal, the state 
bird of Uttarakhand, has been hunted for its colourful crest. 
This book features some of the known and less-familiar mammals, 
birds, insects, reptiles, amphibians, and other animals that are now 
“protected” in India. It also relates several successful conservation 
initiatives and focuses on a number of organizations involved in wildlife 
protection in the country. Through Protected Animals of India, we 
hope to spread the message of saving India’s depleting biodiversity!

Age group: 12–14 years

PROTECTED ANIMALS OF INDIA Price: `395

Size 180 x 240 mm, Hardback

The transport sector is a major contributor of greenhouse gas 
emissions across the world. Hence, the search for alternative 
transport that is clean and green has been on for quite some time. 
The book looks at the history of green transport, the options available 
today, and prospects.

Price: `295GREEN TRANSPORT

Age group: 12+ years

PLANET EARTH

THE

STORYOF

Size 220 x 280 mm, Hardback

When was our planet formed? When did life appear? How do we study 
the past, and what does it tell us? This book takes the young reader 
back in time to discover the most important events and stages in the 
development of the Planet Earth – from its formation 4.6 billion years 
ago to its present form.

Price: `450THE STORY OF PLANET EARTH

Age group: 12+ years
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Size 152 x 229 mm, Paperback

The Jamun Tree and other stories on the environment provides 
an insider’s view – from the villages, of work related to natural 
resource management. It describes the process by which 
farmers were motivated and involved to regard the work to be 
done as their own. It is a narration of the personal experience of 
people in those village areas where the author worked.  

Price: `295
The Jamun Tree and other stories on 
the environment

Age group: 14+ years

Size 120 x 180 mm, Paperback

You must’ve read about the magic of the wizards. But have you 
read about the magic of the wild? Become friends with various 
wild creatures, know about their life-cycles, and be a part of their 
adventurous and deadly journeys through eight stories.  

Price: `225The Land of the Setting Sun & Other Nature Tales  

Age group: 14+ years

Size 120 x 180 mm, Paperback

Rohan and his mother are holidaying in the Kumaon Hills. Rohan 
should be practicing Maths, as he has failed in his exam, but he 
is spending time reading Jim Corbett’s Man-eaters of Kumaon 
and wandering in the hills with fearless Manjul, who herds cows. 
Rohan admires the way she jumps streams like a little cat and her 
knowledge of the woods. Peace and tranquility, in the hills, is lost 
when they hear that a tiger has been killing cattle in nearby villages.

Price: `250In the Shadow of the Leaves

Age group: 14+ years

Fiction

Fiction

New
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This book highlights Mahatma Gandhi’s respect and love for 
nature as well as his thoughts on environment and development. 
It brings out the essence of Gandhian environmentalism into lucid 
and evocative reading.

Age group: 14–16 yearsSize 140 x 210 mm, Paperback

LEARNING FROM GANDHI Price: `75

A ready reference on 
Gandhi’s ecological 
teachings

Size 140 x 215 mm, Paperback

The book opens an entire new spectrum of careers to choose 
from including environment lawyer, energy auditor, climate-
change specialist, green interior designer, conservation 
biologist, sustainability consultant, eco-tourism specialist, smart 
grid engineer, hydrologist, solar operations engineer, or wind 
analyst. A ready reckoner, this book guides you with green career 
options, colleges and universities offering related courses, 
educational requirements, and anecdotal advice from experts 
and professionals. 

Price: `150
The Green Guide to 
Environmental Courses and Careers

Age group: 14+ years

Age group: 14+ years

Price: `295

Size 140 x 220 mm, Paperback

Know All About: Reduce Reuse Recycle is a fresh attempt to engage 
you in a global problem. The book is informative and meant to help 
lay persons to come to grips with an all too familiar phenomenon – 
garbage. The book traces the history of waste and its generation – 
from the earliest civilisations till today – and the various efforts to 
fi nd solutions. It is no technical treatise, but told in a simple way. It 
has information, guidelines, and tips on how you can help to reduce 
the problem that at times seems to be overwhelming us. Know All 
About: Reduce Reuse Recycle is hopefully a signpost for you along 
the way to clean up up our beautiful planet and keep it so.

know all about: reduce reuse recycle

New
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Age group: 14–16 yearsSize 150 x 240 mm, Paperback

Climate change is the single largest environmental threat facing the 
planet, and we need to act fast to mitigate it. There is much that 
needs to be done and much that can be done to halt the catastrophic 
impacts of climate change. Making Sense of Climate Change 
discusses the causes, the impacts, as well as possible solutions, to 
tackle the problem at the individual, community, and global level in a 
simple easy-to-read style for the general reader.

MAKING SENSE OF CLIMATE CHANGE Price: `175

Age group: 14–16 yearsSize 180 x 240 mm, Paperback

Enviro-Challenge is an invaluable companion for budding and 
seasoned “green” quizzers. Divided into two sections – Multiple-
Choice and Short Questions – the book contains over 500 selected 
questions on diverse topics, such as Agriculture, Air, Biodiversity, 
Energy, Fuel and Transport, Personalities, Policies, Waste, Water, 
and so on. An asset for both students and teachers, Enviro-
Challenge will in simple words satisfy the curiosity of anyone who is 
keen on learning about anything “green”. 

Quiz

Enviro-Challenge: A compilation of the best of 
Green Olympiad and TERRAQUIZ

Price: `150

Size 150 x 230 mm, Paperback

This unique collection of stories from across India, South Asia, and 
other regions of the world brings to you personal accounts of struggle, 
survival, trust, and hope for a better tomorrow. From the pollution-
choked rivers in our cities, contamination in our food, to the carbon 
footprint of the US elections; from the promise of smokeless chulhas 
to the scenario in which we run out of oil; from the slow death of 
our historical heritage to the plight of the magnifi cent big cats, this 
thorough, complete, and meaningful anthology takes a broad sweep 
over the past few years to highlight and present the best and the 
biggest stories.

Price: `295
environment chronicles:
the best of terragreen

Age group: 14+ years
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A N A N D A J I T   G O S W A M I

LUCYAND

THE TRAIN
T R Y S T   W I T H   S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

Size 120 x 180 mm, Paperback

Size 120 x 180 mm, Paperback

The cutting down of trees in the forest is driving a leopard into confl ict 
with villagers. 
• The leopard is on the loose. He has been poisoned
• Manjul and Rohan are concerned about the situation 
• Then arrives the mysterious Carpet Sahib
• Will they be able to save the leopard?
Read this absorbing story to know more…

Lucy and the Train is a journey of the self that leads to sustainability. 
Narrating the confl ict within self, surroundings, and imagination, it 
captures the symbolism expressed by René Descartes through his 
words “I think therefore I am”. The story takes the reader on a surreal 
journey of sustainability by weaving a complex yet beautiful tapestry of 
human mind, relationships, and environment. 

Price: `250Leopard In The Laboratory

Lucy and the Train: Tryst  with  SUSTAINABILITY

Age group: 14+ years

Price: `190 

Age group: 14+ years

india’s leading monthly
environmental magazine 

 

Terra reenE A R T H 

M AT T E R S

TerraGreen promotes the concept of sustainable energy for all. 
Launched in June 2004, this monthly fl agship magazine of TERI acts as a 
platform for information and knowledge dissemination in the fi elds of energy, 
environment, and sustainable development. It brings to its readers in-
depth coverage of environment-related issues – from energy options for the 
future to sustainable community development and climate change. With a 
communication style that is reader friendly and content that is broad-based, 
TerraGreen has emerged as a pioneer magazine in this fi eld in India. 

CONTENTS

TerraGreen Tariff
Term
 (yrs)

No. of 
issues

Cover 
price

You pay
You 
save

% 
saving

`    US$ `   US$ `   US$

1 12 600  120 540  102 60  18 10

2 24 1200  240 1020  192 180  48 15

3* 36 1800  360 1440  252 360  108 20

• News 
• TERI Analysis
• Environmental 

Research
• Features 
• In Conversation 
• Special Feature 

• Cover Story 
• Special Report 
• Green Challenges 
• Terra Youth 
• Maneka Speaks
• Pioneer 
• Green Events

New

New
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TERRAVISION: a series of films on dangers, solutions and hopes  

We all have been witness to issues, such as electricity and water scarcity, global warming, 
deforestation, and resource crisis. However, some smart and innovative practices exercised by a 
few people across India have benefi ted the Indian society in many ways. TERI has acknowledged such 
initiatives and is also highlighting them through its fi lms. These fi lms showcase the success stories 
of sustainable living at all levels – homes, schools, and communities. To name some, The Earth We 
See and The Earth We Want, Uttam Urja, Water bring to light the benefi ts of community adoption and 
monitoring programmes in schools, renewable energy, and water harvesting techniques respectively.

`250/- each `450/-

Give us a Life, Please!

An area of darkness

Water ignites life and hope Global warning! To their credit... Where is my dinner?

Threads of LifeShifting PowerA new Prescription

Forests

TERI Uttam Urja Community Adoption Monitoring 
Programme in School

The ABC of Water 
Pumping Effi ciency

Rural Resources

Also available in Hindi

Price `400/- each
Pay `4500 for 14 VCDs & Save `1100/- !

Taj Mahal Daughters of the Soil Learning to dream again

Special Offer: Pay `5250 for 17 VCDs & Save `1100/- !



Publish with us

The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) is 
actively involved in raising awareness on various 
environmental issues in general, and sustainable 

development in particular. To educate young 
minds and stimulate them towards growing up as 
conscientious future green citizens, TERI Press 
– the publishing arm of TERI – publishes a large
number of titles for young readers in the age 

group of 3–15. 

We invite proposals and manuscripts from 
academics, freelance authors, and professional 

writers for our children’s books publishing 
programme. Prospective authors may send a soft 
copy of the synopsis of their publishing proposal, 
along with a brief résumé at teripress@teri.res.

in and/or a hard copy of the same. On the subject 
line of the e-mail, please mention Proposal/

Manuscript for Junior Science Division.



Qty. Series / Title Price `
101 Facts (Set of 6 books) 1110.00
50 FAQs  (Set of 6 books)   750.00
Beginner's Science Dictionary 175.00
Carbon Footprint: reducing it for a better tomorrow 250.00
Caring for Nature (Set of 4 books)   500.00
Caring for Nature: Narmada Bachao Aandolan 125.00
Caring for Nature: The Forests belong to us NEW 150.00
Chemicals: the good, the bad, and the deadly TBA
Circle of Life  (Set of 6 books) 450.00
Danger at the Dump: Mystery of the missing pencil   140.00
Designed to Survive  (Set of 6 books)   570.00
Enviro-Challenge 150.00
Environment Chronicles: the best of Terragreen 295.00
Experiments Projects Activities  (Set of two books) NEW 300.00
Future Power,Future Energy   (Set of 6 books) 930.00
Get Well Soon (Set of 4 books) 380.00
Green Gadgets NEW 250.00
Green Genius Guide (Set of 6 books) 450.00
Green Genius’s 101 Questions and Answers (Set of 6 books) 1110.00
Green Science Genius (Set of 4 books) 620.00
Green Transport NEW 295.00
Green your life (Set of 4 books) 560.00
Healthy Happy Me NEW 150.00
How Come? How So? (Set of 6 books) 1110.00
How Weird is That? NEW 185.00
In the Shadow of the Leaves    250.00
Know All About (Set of 6 books) 450.00
Know all About: reduce, reuse, recycle 295.00
Learning from Gandhi 75.00

order / recommendation form 2016

The Energy and Resources Institute
Attn: TERI Press

Darbari Seth Block, IHC Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi – 110 003
Tel.: 24682100/41504900 Fax: 24682144

E-mail: teripress@teri.res.in, Web: http://bookstore.teri.res.in

Contd...



All prices are subject to change without prior notice

Place your order through our authorised bookseller or directly with TERI:

Qty. Series / Title Price `
Leopard In The Laboratory   NEW 250.00
Let's Get Active (Set of 5 books)   NEW 625.00
Listen to the Sounds of Nature 185.00
Lucy and the Train   NEW 190.00
Making Sense of Climate Change 175.00
My Junky Crafty Indian Jungle book FORTHCOMING 225.00
Nature’s Fury: 101 Facts Earthshaking Natural Disasters 185.00
Planet Earth (Set of 6 books) 930.00
Pre-School Package 250.00
Protected Animals of India 395.00
Save Planet Earth (Set of 6 books) 1110.00
Science in our Environment (Set of 6 books) 930.00
Smart Green Civilizations (Set of 7 books) 1085.00
Super-Powered Earth (Set of 6 books) 900.00
Surviving Disaster (Set of 4 books) NEW 600.00
The Green Guide to Environmental Courses and Careers NEW 150.00
The Jamun Tree and other Stories on the Environment 295.00
The Land of the Setting Sun & Other Nature Tales    225.00
The Natural Wonders of India 195.00
The Story of Planet Earth NEW 295.00
The Story of... (Set of 6 books)   NEW 570.00
Water: why it matters 295.00
Weird and Wonderful (Set of 6 books) 570.00
Why Should I Recycle?   225.00
Why Should I Save Energy 250.00
Why Should I Save Water NEW 250.00
Wildlife Sanctuaries and National Parks of India  450.00
Wonders of India (Set of 6 books) 930.00
Work Squad (Set of 6 books) 930.00
TerraGreen (One year subscription) 540.00
Terravision (Set of 17 VCDs) 5250.00

order / recommendation form 2016 (contd...)


